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A Training Course
For Mathematics Teachers
in Elementary Grades

Gerald Chachere, Ph.D., and
Tepper Gill, Ph.D.

Students often approach problem solving in
mathematics with a sense of fear, rather than
exploration. They can, however, overcome this
fear and develop competence in mathematics if
thek teachers understand some of the concep-
tual, teehmical, and process issues that serve as
barriers to learning.

The following material is not presented as a
self-study manual. It is a gtilde for instructors
who are offering teachers in elementary grades
a deeper understanding of hi:portant mathe-
matieth rules md principles. It shows how ex-
ploring these rules and prLnciples can lead
teachers to discover many relationships be-
tween numbers, beginning mith number theory,
then expanding the discussion to number sys-
tems, probability and statistics, and geometry.

Number Theory

Number theory expresses the basic relation-
ships between counting numbers.

Divisibility Factors and Multiples

DEFINITION I: A countmg number a is
divisible by a counting number s "if and only if"
there is a counting number k, such that:

n s x k.

DEFINITION 2: If the counting number n is
divisible by s, then we call s a factor of n, and
we call n a multiple of s. Furthermore, a count-
ing number is said to be divisible by another
countLng number if, on division, the remainder
is zero.

OBJECTIVES: To learn how to factor a given
number, how to determine if a given number is
or is not a multiple of another number, and how
to determine if a number is or is not divisible by
another number.

Problems

NOTE: The tirst step in solving a problem is
to restate the definition. In Problem A, for ex-
ample, we must fmd k, and we can restate the
problem as 24 8 x k. In Problem B, we must
fmd all pairs s and k, so that 24 s x k.

Problems for Definition 1:

A. Is the number 24 divisible by 8?

B: What are all the numbers by which 24 is
divisible?

Problems for Definition 2:

A. Discover some general properties of all
numbers divisible by 2, 4, 3, 5, 6, 7 or 11.
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B. Study the multiplication table for 9 and
discover some of its properties.

C. Study the dhisibility of the sums
products of consecutive counting numbers.

Prime Numbers and
Prime Factorization

A prime number is a counting number that
has only two factors. Any number greater than
1 that is not prime is called a composite num-
ber. (NOTE: The number 1 is neither prime
nor composite.)

OBJECTIVES: To know the definition of
prime numbers, to learn how to classify a num-
ber as a prime or composito number, and to find
the prime factors of any number.

Problems

A. Fuld the factors f 1547 and the factors of
13. Are they prime?

B. Study n2 - n 41 for n = 1, 2... up to 4(1,
and discuss their relationship to prime numbers.

C. A fundamental theorem of arithmetic is
that every composite number may be expressed
uniquely as a product of prime factors, if the
order of the factors is disregarded. Discuss
this statement and construct: 1) the sieve of
Erathosthenes; and 2) factor trees.

D. Show that the number of primes is infinite
and discuss Fermat numbers.

of both n and m. The GCF is sometimes called
the greatest common divisor (GCD).

DEFINITION 2: A least common multiple
(LCM) of two numbers n and m is the smallest
number that is a multiple of both m and n.
The LCM is also known as the least common

denominator (LCD), when it simpOes the ad-
dition or subtraction of two or more fractions.)

OBJECTIVES: 1. To find the greatest com-
mon factor and use the concept of GCF to
reduce a fraction to its lowest terms; and 2. to
find the least common multiple and use the
LCM to simplify the addition of fractions.

Problems

Problems for Definition 1:

A. Find the GCF of 60 and 5280; 93 and 155.

B. Reduce to their lowest t rms -60/168;
112/480.

C. Show that there is a systematic proces
reducing fractions and for simplifying them.

Problems for Definition 2:

A. Fhid the LCM of 6 and 9; 3850 and 5280;
12, 18 and 20.

B. Simplify the following:

Greatest Common Factor and
Least Common Multiple

37 JI ; 1 1
3 2

2 )
8

; 1
45280 3850

2
(713

DEFIWITION 1: A common factor of two
numbers n and rn is any number k which is a
factor of both. The greatest common factor
(G is the largest number k which is a factor

C. /Viso study deficient numbers, perfect num-
bers, and abundant numbers.
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Number Systems

A number system consists of a set of numbers
and one or more binary operations.
The binary operations are addition (+ ), sub-

traction (-), multiplication (x), and division
(÷). They axe used to combMe two elements
of a set so as to form a third element of the
same set.
A number system can be closed, or it can

have associative, commutative, identity, inverse,
or distributive properties.

The following list contaims possible properties
of a number system, with S the set of numbers
and (*) or (#) the binary operations on S.

1. (S,*) is closed if ab is in 5, when a and b
are in S.

2. (S,*) is associative if (a*b)*c
when a, b, and c are in S.

3. (S,*) is commutative if ab ea, when a
and b are in S.

4. (S,*) has an identity e, if e is Ln S, and a*e
= ea = a, whenever a is in S.

5. AssumMg (S,*) has the identity property, b
in S is the (*)-inverse of a in S, if a*b b*a
= the identity element of (S,*).

6. In (S,*,#), * is distributive over # in S if
a*(b#c) (ceb)#(a*c), when a, b, and c are
WS.

There w-e also more general mathematical sys-
tems, i.e., systems in which S is a family of sub-
sets.

Properties of Whole and
Counting Numbers

Whole numbers are the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3,
etc., represented by the letter W. Counting

numbers, also called natural numbers, arc 0, 1,
2, 3, etc-, and can be designated by N.

OBJECME: To demonstrate which proper-
ties hol4 do not hol4 or do not app4, in N and
W, utilizing binary operations ±, A -, and

A. Wlich properties hold, do not hold, or do
not apply to the following number systems:

(N,+) (N,x) (N,-) and (N, -4--)
(W,÷) (Wr) (Wr) and (W. ÷)

B. For which number systems, involving only
Nand W, does the distributive property hold?

Properties of Integers

Similarly, assume that Z represents a set of in-
tegers (e.g. ..., -3, - -I, 0, 1, 2, 3,...)

Prob ems

A. Which properties hold, do not hold, and
do not apply to: (Z, +) (Z,x) (Z,-) and (Z,÷

B. Which elements of Z have ()4nverscs
where * can be + , x, or + ?

For which number systems does it make
sense to ask such a question?

Properties of Rational Numbers

Similarly, assume that Q represents a set of ra-
tional numbers or fractions, i.e., the set of num-
bers of the form a/b, where a and b ere in-
tegers but b zero.
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ob ems

A. Which properties ho d, do not hold, and
do not apply to: (12,+) (Q,x) (Q,-) and

B. Which elements of Q have (*)-inverses
where * can be any of the usual operations?

C. Let S equal the set of positive rational
numbers (i.e. numbers greater than zero).
What properties does (.5,x) have?

Properties of Integers In
Modular Arithmetic

We will conce3trate here oWy on integers for
mod 5. The set may be denoted as:

Z5 ----- {0,1,2,3,4}.
The modular opelations are (3 and

corresponding to ±, x, -, and ÷, as follows:

a b c, a + b divided by5
has remainder c.

b = c, Lf a x b divided by5
has remainder c.

b= c, if c is the unique element
such that a = c CI b.

aeb = c,ifcistheuniqueelement
Z5, such that a = ccib.

Problems

A. If a and b are in Es, then calculate,
sible, the following;

a ® b, a C) b, a e b, and a b
B. If c is in Z5, calculate the 0-inverse of c

and the &inverse of c.
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C. Demonstrate which properties hold, do not
hold, and do not apply to Z5 with the modular
operations.

D. Make a table for each of the following sys-
tems:

(z5. e) (z5,0) (Zs()) (Z5,e)

E. Let -c denote the -Mverse of c, and let
c-1 denote the 0-inverse of c. For each mem-
ber c of Zs find (if possible) both -c and et

F. Decide which properties hold, do not hold,
and do not apply for the systems listed above.

G. For which modular systems with two
operations does the distributive property hold?

Properties of Subsets with
Union and Intersection

ne term subset expresses the relationship be-
tween sets. For exnmple, let A and B be sets.
A is a subset of 9, if every member of A is a
member of B (although every member of B
may not necessarily be a member of A). The
union of A and B is the set composed of all the
members of A or B, or both A and B. Union is
denoted AUB (pronounced "A cup B"). The in-
:ersection of A and B is the set containing all
members that belong to both A and B. Inter-
section is denoted AnB ("A cap B").
Assume that a set of numbers is represented

by V. In other words, V = {1234}. Let Pow
denote the subsets of V. (Pow stands for the
power set of V.) Thus, the family members of
Pow could be denoted:
0 =4 I
fib {2}, {3}, {4}
{12}, {13}, {14}, {23 {24}, {34}
11231, {124}, {134}, {234}
{1234}

Pow with U and n is a non-number mathe-
matical system, and each element of Pow can
be given a simple name. For example:

Let A. {1}, B. {2}, C. {3}, and D= f4}.
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Then let E= {1 2}, F= {1 3}, G= {1 4},
{2 3}, {2 4}, and l= {5 4}.

Also let IC= {1 2 3}, L {1 2 4}, IV,- {1,3,4}
and N= {2,3,4}.

Therefore, FUR K; FnH C;
and kW = O.

OBJEC77IFES: To show what properties hol4
do nOl hol4 and do not app6, to the systems
(Pow,U), (Pow,n) and (Pow,U,n); to know the
identity element for each operation; and to know
which operation is distributed over the other.

A. Make a table for (Po ,U) and (Pow,n).

E. 115 is in Pow, then let S' be all the ele-
ments in V but not in S. We call S' the comple-
ment of S (e.g. G' H, V' =0, And N). See
how 5' is related to the (U)-inverse of S and
the (r1)-inverse of S.

C. Make an (f1)-verse table and
)-inverse table.

D. In the statement of properties, when can
U be exchanged for n, and n exchanged for U?

Properties of Counting Numbers
with Operations GCF and LOW

For this mathematioa system, the set of ob-
jects is N, the set of counting numbers. If a
and b are in N, then let a *b GCF(a,b) anda#b LCM(a,b).

Consider the following: 15*18 = 3 and 6#10
= 30. Here, 3 is the greatest common factor
of 15 and 18, and 30 is the least common multi-
ple of 6 and 10. Thus, (N,*) and (N,#) are
mathematica systems.

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate which proper-
ties hol4 do not hol4 and do not apply to the
systems (Ig*), Nilo, and (i *, #).

A. Check all pro-
(N,#), and (N,*,#).

itis (N,*),

Probability and
Statistics

Probability theory is a rational approach for
extracting reasonable information about uncer-
tain events. Statistics is the application of prob-
ability methods to numerical data.

Sample Spaces and Probability

DEFINITION 1: In an experhnent, the set of
all possible outcomes is called a sample space.
For example, if a penny is tossed twice, the

sample space, consisting of heads and tails,
would be:

MIA fr 111, and {TT}

Here, {H,T } Is not the same as {T,1-1}. Also,
if two pennies in a box are tossed on a table,
tbe sample space would be:

{AM, {147}, d {T,

DERNIT1ON 2: A particular group of out-
comes from an experiment is called an event.
A probability is a number associated with the
events. It is defined for each event (4) as:

P(A) _Ifavoriabkcases
total # of distinct events

If a penny is tossed twice, what is the prob-
ability of getting a head on the second throw

10
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(Event A)? Looking at oux sampl spaca,
see that the favorable case are --(gf-41 341:1
{T,11} and that the total umber of cEstifittt
events is four. Therefore:

P(A) = 2 1
2

If we toss a coin, it is equally likel that it viiti
land on its head or On its tail. In dame caw of u
die, there ate six equally likely out-__7orn.
also know that if oue outcome =recurs, tluen
others cannot occur, and thercforamie ttity Otu
mutually exclusive.

OBJECTIVES: To determine =Ile sior4:.(i.'e
space of possible ()mottles for a git,....en rawel04e
experiment and countlaing saniple mffiaces,
to determine the probabilio, of a givw.en eeIzt 14
finite aperiments, and compute odds and ewe-
lotions.

Problems

A. Use venn diagrams to show the folk:Ala:1

1. P (A or B) P(A)+P (a),
where A and B axe mutually exclusiv.

2. P or B) P (A)+P (B )-P ( ff aza .13),
in all cases.

3. P (A d '?(4)xP($givenz

B. Use tree diagrams to constra.---
spaces and compute probabilities.

C. Define and study expecian for (Oite
sample spaces.

D. Determine how amy Wa
be arranged on a shelf.

six Ilitroolics

E. If you put the names of the cltys
week in a bo; and drew one name aarzat randoni,

Gill and chache

what -would be the sample space for this experi-
tnent.'
List the event, consisting of all outcomes,

whera_ the day drawn will start with the letter T.
Wbt is the probability of drawing a day that

starts- with 77

lifiemasures of Central Tendency
an4=1 Dispersion

DE.INITION 1: The mean arithmetic
meariD of a set of data is the sum of the values
divid=c1 by the total number of data points
(deism...Tee by p). The mode is the number that
appemrs most frequently in the set. The
medisaami is the number that represents the mid .
point. when the data are arranged in a natural
order, such as from the smallest number to the
great=st.
Eaerm of these three is a type of average.

Whets_ we look at information that is presented
to sat=oport particular views or conclusions, we
shoulg=A understand what type of average is

being msed, so that we can decide for ourselves
if the I.verage distorts the information.
Givret the data set {6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, IS, 20,

28}, t.Rve mean is 13, the mode is 15, and the
mediai is 11. The mode is the only value that
is actmally a number in our data set. In general,
the m.-an and the median ue rarely numbers in
the se.x., while the mode always is. Sometimes,
there KTs no mode at all!

DEA:111TION 2: The range and the stand-
ard da.-viation are single numbers that tell Lis
about the dispersion or variance in our data
set. 'llese numbers help u.s determine how
well thntic mean, mode, or media describe the set.
The range is the difference between the

largest and the smallest number in the set.
The tandard deviation, however, is defined

by the iformula:

1

co2

wimacre p, is the mean of x2. . xn
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The var5ance is defined as:

2a2
1.1

(Discuss also: Binomial distribution the cor-
relation coefficient, and the normal --urve and
distribution.)

OBJECTIVES: Wig able to define mattel com-
pute the following a) the mean. Incivde, and
median for a set of data, and b) the standard
deviation for a set of data.

A. Find the mean, median, mode, -.-variaucc,
range, and standard deviation for esc of the
following groups of data:

1. [10, 50, 30, 40, 10,60, 10]
2. [5, 8, 6, 3, 5, 4, 3,6,1, 9]

B. If 1,000 students look a standardird test,
and dick scores apptoinated a norral curve
with a mean of 603 oda standad devWxation of
.75, how many scored balvicen 600 and 'W50?

Plane Coordinat
Geometry

Plane geometry is th formal and iituitive
study of figures on a plot
We can study geonialq formally by p=rform-

ing mathemthcal compilations and by Remaking
logical deductions. Wan also develoimm. an in-
tuitive understancling of the relationshigps be-
tween various geometric objects.

By reviewing formA mathematical skills with
geometric applications and by encouraging in-
tuitive responses to those relationships, we can
better understand how the formal and fixtuitive
approaches complement each other.

For this purpose, we will consider points and
figures in the xy-plane, w-eas of lattice
polygons, line segments, classifring quad-
rilaterals, and transformations.

Points and Figures in the xy-Plane

DEFINTTION When an ordered pair of
numbers is given, the first number refers to the
x-coordinate and the second to the y-coor-
dinate.

In Figure 1, note the location of A and B, if A
= (-8,5) and B = (-3,1) On the x-axis, values
to the left of the y-wis are minus and to the
right of it are plus. On the paxis, values above
the x-axis are plus and below it arc minus.

Figure 1: Plotting CoorclInates.

DEFINI ON 2: Given two points in the Ay-
plane (a,b) and (c,d), then the distance be-
tween the two points may be expressed as:

(c-a)2 (cl-b 2

DEFINITION 3: If A and B are points in the
xy-plane, then AB = BA denotes- the line seg-
ment mith endpoints A and B. Similarly,
ABCD is a polygon, consisting of line segments
AB, BC, and CD.

12



OBJECUVES: I. Given the coordinates of
two poirits, grpressed as an ordered pair of num-
bers, find: a) the locations of the points on the
xy-plane and b) the distance between the points;
and 2 Given the notation for a plane figure,
draw it on a coordinate system.

Problem.s

A. Use graph paper to recreate the coor-
dinates shown in Figure 1, then plot the follow-
ing poLnts: (1,3) (2,-4) (-7,-2) (0,4) (-3,1)
(1,-3) and (2,0).
B. Find the distance between the following

pairs of points: (-3,1) (-3;2); (4,3) (6,3);
(1,3) (2,-4); (-7,-2) (-3,1); and (0,4) (2,0).

C. Let A = (1,5), B -(2,-4), C= ( 7,-2), .1

V= (-3,1). Draw the following figures, each on
its own coordinate system: AB, ABCD, ACBD,
ABDA

Areas of Lattice Polygons

DEFINFITIONS: A lattice point is a point in
the ay-plane with integer coordinates. A lattice
polygon is a sLmple, closed polygon with all of
its vertices at lattice pokits. A simple closed
polygon is a polygon that forms a loop without
having its sides intersect.

Assume that i is the number of points in the
interior of a lattice polygon, and b is the num-
ber of points on the boundary of that polygon,
the area may be expressed in the formula:

area = i + bi - 1

In Figure 2, if i = 12, and b 8, the area of
the polygon - 15.

OBJECTIVES: To app4, the area formula to
any lattice pofton, and to understand why the
formula is true.

Gill and Chachere

Figure 2: Ness of Polygons

Problems

A. For each of the following lattice polygons,
draw it on graph paper and find its area:

1. (2,2) (6,4) (7,1) (9,6) (2,6) (2,2);

2. (1,2) (2,6) (6,5) (5,1) (1,2);

3. (1,1) (2,1) (2,3) (3,2) (4,3) (5,5)
(4,5) (3,4) (2,5) (1,5) (1,1);

4.(1,0) (7,1) (6,4) (8,4) (5,5) (5,4)...
(1,5) (0,1) (3,2) (1,0)

B. Approdmate Ir using lattice polygons.

C. Find the areas of some rectangles, using
the formula. Tr), to see why the formula works.

Next, see why the formula works for two rec-
tangles that are put together..

Finally, do the same for trian

Line Segments

DEFINITION 1: A line segment is vertical if
its x-coordinates are equM, and it is horizontal
if its y-coordinates are equal.

For emmple, the thte segment (5,3) (1,3) is
horizontal, and the line segment (6,0 (6,8) is
vertical. Likewise, assume that P -(c;b ) arid
Q c,d ) as points in the xy-plane. The seg-
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ment PQ is vertical if a c horizon-
tal ilb=d.

DEFINITION 2: The midpoint of a line seg-
ment can be identified by its x and y coor-
dinates. The x-coordinate of the midpoint is
the mean of the x-caordinates or the endpoints,
and the y-coordinate of the midpoint is the
mean or they-coordinates of the endpoints.

For example, the midpoint of (-2,6) (8,2) is
(3,4). Liicewise, the midpoint of PQ is the
point (a c)/2, (b -F 02).

DEFINITION 3: The slope is the quotient of
the difference between the y-coordinates and
the x-coordinates.

For example, the slope of (-2,6) (8,2) is (6-
2)/(-2-8) 2/5. Likewise, the slope PQ is the
number (a-c)/(b-d) (c-a)/(d-b).
Vertical line segments have no slopes. Why?

The slope of a horUontal fine segment is also
zero. Why?)

Two line segments we parglel if they have
the same slope. Also, all vertical line segments
are parallel.
Two line segments are perpendicular Lf the

product of their slopes is -1. Also, all vertical
line segments are perpendicular to all horizon-
tal line segments. Geometrically, two line seg-
ments are perpendieulax Lf the two lines deter-
miend by the line segments Lnterseet at right
angles. For example, (2,2) (5,5) is pm-allel to
(0,-1) (1,0), and (2,2) (5,5) is perpendicular to
(0,1) (1,0).

OBJECTIVES: To determine if a line segment
is vertical or horizontal, to find its midpoint and
slope, and to determine if two given line seg-
ments are parallel or perpendicular.

Problems

A. Determine if the following line segments
are vertical, horizontal, or neither:

(5,-2) OA; (-1,0) (0,-1) d (3,3) 0,7)

B. Find the midpoint and slope of the follow-
ing line segments:

(-2,5) (6,-2); (3,3) (3,7); (5,-3)(5,4);
and (4,4) (-4,-4).

C. For each of the following pairs of line seg-
ments, determine if they are parallel, perpen-
dicgar, or neither:

1. (-2,-2) (0,4) and (1,2) (5,4);

2. (-4,6 (0,-6) and (-3,5) (0,7); and

3. (-4,-1) (2,1) and (-3,2) (-2,-2).

Classification of Quadrilaterals

DEFINITIONS: A quadrilateral is a closed
plane figure with four sides.

It is a square if its sides are equal and all its
angles are right angles. It is a rectangle if all
its angles are right angles. It is a rhombus if
all its sides are equal. It is a parallelogram if
its opposite sides are parallel to each other, It
is a trapezoid if it has two sides that are paral-
lel.

OBJECTIVES: To know the definitions for
each class of quadrilateral and to be able to
prove that a given quadrilateral belongs to one of
the classes.

Problem

Draw quadrilaterals using the vertices below,
decide to which class it belongs, and prove for-
mally that it belongs to that class:

1. (1,2) (4,-3) (4,-5) (6,0)
2. (7,1) (4,7) (1,1) (4,-5)
3. (8,7) (7,10) (3,2) (4,-1)
4. (7,4) (6,3) (-2,1) (-1,-3)
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Transformations

DEFINITIONS: A transformation moves a
plane figure to a new location. Some of the
ways in which the figure can agsume ,ew posi-
tions are by rotation, reflection, a horizontal
shift, or a vertical sWt.

Rotation is denoted as RO. If a figure (a,b)
is rotated 90 degrees about (0,0), also known as
the origin, it becomes (b,-a). It would be writ-
ten RO(a,b) (b,-a). Similarly, in reflection
across the i-axis, XR(a,b) . nd in
reflection across the y-axis, YR(a,b)
In a horizontal shift, ff a figure is moved by
five units, then HS5(a,b) (a ±5,b). Making
a vertical shift of 3 uthts, VS3(a,b) (a,b+ 3).

To apply a transformation to a plane figure,
apply the transformation to each of its vertices.
For example, if A, B, and C are points, then
XR applied to ABC is denoted by SR(ABC)
and is equal to XR(A) XR(s) XR(C).

Therefore, if A -= (4,1), B.(5,3), and
C= (6,2), thcn XR(ABC) . (4;1) (5,-3) (6,-2.

OBJECTIVES: To determine, both formally
and intuitively, what happens to a figure during
each type of transformation, and to discover
which sequences of transformations are
equivalent to other transformations.

bients

A. Let A= (2,0), B= (3,1), and C=
Apply each of the transformations to ABC, and
see what happens.

Given any plane figure, can you predict what
will happen when one of the transformations is
applied?

B. Find the transformations that must be ap-
plied to (0,6) (1,1) (1,-2) in order to get:

1. (-1,1) (0,1) (0,2);
2. (2,0) (1,1) (1,-2;
3. (1,5) (0,4) (3,4).

C. Let A (2,0), B.(3,1), and C.(3,-2).
Convince yourself that RO(RO(A)) HS-
4(A) and VS3(RO(HS-3(ABC))) RO(ABC).

4. Consider two plane figures. For each
figure, find two sequences of transformations
that have the same effect on the figures.
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Teaching the Language
of Mathematics

Mu'minah M. Saieem

Mathematics is a way of thinkkg about num-
bers. It has its own "Imguage" which enables
us to describe the processes we use to perform
calculations and express relationships between
numbers.
When students rush to solve problems in

mathematics, without clearly understanding the
linkage between language and process, they are
likely to make mistakes and get incorrect
answers. Sometimes they also say, "I know how
I got it" Yet, they cannot accurately explain
how they got the answer or why it is correct.

Many of the errors children make occur when
numerals are given hworrect place values, even
when the correct mechanics are used to add,
subtract, multiply, and divide. To help them
avoid these pitfalls, teachers should stress the
knportance of place value. In addition,
teachers can develop creative word problems
for manipulatives to reinforce these concepts.

Face, Place and
Total Value

One of the basic concepts in which children
should be drilled is the relationship between a
numeral's face vgue, place value, and total
value. The rule can be recited as:

Face times place equals total value..

For example, in the number 452, moving from
rigbt to left, the face of the underlined digit is
nine, the place is the ones' place, and the total
value is nine. The face of the next digit is five,
it is in the teas place, and the total value is
fifty. The third digit has four as its face value,
it is in the one hundreds' place, and the total
value is four hundred.

The discipline of reco&nizing the face, place,
and total value of a diOt extends to all mathe-
matical operations and helps elLminate the pos-
sibility for error. Some of these operations in-
clude determining numbers that are greater
than another or performing expanded notation,
finding the sum of the products, using ex-
panded notation, regrouping M subtraction,
rounding to the nearest whole number, multi-
plication, quotients, and decimals.

GRATER THAN. The process of learning
about place value begins in kindergarten,
where children can be taught that the number
12 may be stated as one ten and two ones. It is
this language that helps establish the order in
writing numeraLs. ChLldren later will have no
difficulty identifying whether one number is
greater than another number. They will know
that 35 is not greater than 53 because three
tens are less than five tens.

EXPANDED NOTATION. Writing in ex-
panded notation, they will fmd that
60 + (4 700) is not 674. It is six tens, plus four
ones, plus seven hundreds, or 764. And the
value of the underlined digit in the number 67
is not three but thirty. Teachers should remind
students to read the numerals from the greatest
to the least numerical value, regardless of the
order in which they are grouped, because
(4 +700) +60 is still 764.

16
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SUM OF THE PRODUCTS. Finding the
sum of the products can become a mamageable
task. Children using the correct language em
see that (511000) + (2x100) + (8x10) + (4x1) is in
fact the number 5284.
Teachers can reinforce the concept of place

value by saying, "Five in the one-thousands'
place, two in the one-hundreds' place, eight in
the tem' place, and four ik the ones' place."
NOTE: It is important to refer to the "one
thousands" place, not just "the thousands," be-
cause thece is also a place for the "ten
thousands" and another for the "oue hundred
thousands."

EXPONENTIAL NOTATION. Similarly, with
exponential notation, the discipline of the lan-
guage is again significant. Using the number
10 as the base number, show that 10 thmes 10
equals 100. Then 100 equals two factors of 10,
which can be expressed as 101 This notation is
called "10, exponent 2" or "the second power of
10," not "10 to the second power" as children
are frequently taught in school. Also, 103
equals (10r10x10) or 1,000, and so on.
Therefore, when a child is given the notation,

(3x104) + (8x103) + (4x102) + (3x101) + (9x100),
he or she can readily determine that the num-
ber is 38,439.

REGROUPING. Another area of difficulty is
regrouping in subtraction. Consider the follow-
ing problem:

85
- 7

78

Children are usually taught to "borrow one
from the eight" and "add it to the five" in order
to subtract seven from 15. This Ls incorrect,
and the fault lies in careless u.se of the lan-
guage of mathematics.

It is more precise to say, "Take one ten from
the eight tens, which leaves cI'ren tens. Change
the one ten back to 10 ones. Add the 10 ones
to the five ones to get 15 ones. Now subtract
seven ones from 15 ones."

Now consider t ollowLng problem:
7 9 9 10

8,000 becomes 8, IQ 0
- 7_ 7

7 993 7 9 9 3

The child should say, "I cannot subtract seven
ones from zero ones, so I must go over to the
eight thousand." (It is not sufficient to say "to
the thousands.")
Then continue: "I take 1,000 and change it

back to 10 hundreds. I add 10 hundreds to my
zero hundreds, and now I have 10 hundreds.

"Since I still do not have enough ones, I take
one hundred, and that leaves me vtith nine
hundreds. The one hundred I took I must
change back to 10 tens. I add 10 tens to my
zero tens, and now I have 10 rms.

"I still do not have enough ones, so I take one
ten from the 10 tens, and that leaves me with
nine tem. The one ten I took I must change
back to 10 ones. I add 10 ones to my zero
ones, and now I have 10 ones. Now I can sub-
tract the seven ones, leaving three ones.

"Finally, subtract zero tens from nine tem,
leaving nine tens. Subtract zero hundreds from
nine hundred, leaving nine hundred. Subtract
zero thousands from seven thousand, leaving
seven thousand. The answer is seven thousand,
nine hundred, and thnety-three."

ROUNTIING. Teachers can take the mystery
out of rounding to the nearest whole number
by insisting on correct language usage. For ex-
ample, if the problem is to round the number
395 to the nearest tens, ask the following ques-
tion: "Is 395 closer to 300 or 400?" Show the
number 395 and stress the following approach:
"The least number of ten.s is rdne; the gieatest

number of tens is 39; the number that tells 39
tens what to do is the five in the ones' place;
and the five in the ones' place says, 'Take 39
tens up to 40 tens.' Now, forty tens equal 400.
Therefore, 395 is closer to 400 than to 300."

Similarly, rounding 1428 to the nearest
hundred requires the following logic. Ask the
question, "Is 1428 closer to 1400 or 1500?"
Show the number 1428 and stress the same ap-
proach as above:

7
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"The least number of hundreds is four; the
greatest number of hundreds is 14; the number
that tells 14 hundred what to do is the two in
the tens' place; and the two Ln the tens' place
says, 'Leave the 14 hundred unchanged.' The
number 1428, therefore, is elc:.zer to 1400 than
to 1500."

MULTIPLICATION. Place value is critical
also in multiplication. Consider the following
problem:

63 becomes
x 4
252

-63
x 4

A child who says, "Four ones times three ones
equals 12 ones" is being precise. Twelve ones
can be regrouped as one ten and two ones.
Read and write the higher order for one ten,
then say and write, "Two ones."
Then continue, "Four ones times six tens

equals 24 tens, and 24 tens plus the one ten
from the previous multiplication equals 25
tens." Twenty-five tens can also be expressed
as, "Two hundreds and five tens." Write and
say the higher order first, stressing the place
value. Fin Ash by saying, "Therefore, the r:orrect
answer is two hundred and f -two."

QUOTIENTS. Naming quotients is another
subject that is facilitated by maintaining the
place value of numerals. For example, to
dhide 3,756 by 12, say, "How many times is 12
contained in 37 hundred?" The answer is 300
times. Express the product of 300 x 12 (the
quotient times the divisor) in the full place
value of the dividend (the 37 hundreds being
divided), as follows:

313
12)3756

3600
156
120

instead of: 313
12)3756

36
15
12
36

Say, "Multiplying 12 times thr e hundred
equals 36 hundred. Subtracting 36 hundred
from 37 hundred, five tens and six ones leaves
15 tens and six ones."
Then, "Multiplying 12 times one ten equals 12

tens_ Subtracting 12 tens from 15 tens and six
ones leaves 36 ones.

Finally, "Multiplying 12 times tl:Lree ones
equals 36 ones, and subtracting 36 ones from
36 ones leaves zero."

DECIMALS. Confusion can occur with
decimals, too. Many people forget that the
only function of the decimal point is to locate
the one's place in the whole number.

One place (or "the lust place") to the left of
the ones' place is called the tens' place; one
place to the right of the ones' place is the.
tenths' place.

The digit that is two places to the left of the
ones' place is in the one hundreds' place; two
places to the right is the one hundredths' place.

Three places to the left of the ones is named
the one thousands' place, while three places to
the right of the ones is the one thousandths'
place.

Four places to the left of the ones' place is
the ten thousands' place; four places to the
right of the ones' place is the ten thousandths'
place, and so on.

How would a teacher explain why .25 stands
for twenty-five hundredths? The answer re-
quires the use of place values:
First, note that the total value of the numeral

2 is two tenths, and the total value of the
numeral 5 is five hundredths.
Also remember that the tenths must be

renamed as hundredths so that like
denominators can be added together. Thus:

2_ x 10 twenty hundredths
10 10

Then add the twenty hundredths to the five
hundredths to get twenty-five hundredths:

_20 -F 5 _

100 WO 100
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Word Problems for
Manipulatives

Teachers can develop thefr own manipula-
tives, using word problems that are fun for
younger children. If these problems axe writ-
ten on flash cards, a child can turn the paper
over and discover the correct amswer. The
rnanipulatives then become self-checkfrig tests,
and child can get a bonus for each one
answered correctly. Some of these word
problems are:

I tell you to add. I don't make a fuss. I look
like a L I'm a sign you can trust. Who am I?
(A plus sign)

I'm a stick with two round eyes. Use me
ten ten tries. Who am I? (Th. number 1

I look like a V. I point to [he right. The num-
ber to the left has all the might. Rlio am I?
(The "greater than" sio)

More advanced students might prefer
problems like these:

I am thinking of a pair of numbers whose sum
is 10, whose difference is 4 whose product is 14
and whose quotient is 4. What are they? (Eight
and two)

I am thinking of a pair of numbers, the swn of
which is 14 the difference is zero, the product is
64, and the quotient is 1. What are they? (Eight
and eight)

Providing children with the tools they need
gives them confidence in the accuracy of their
work. This is the fu-st step in motivating them
to like mathematics and to work quickly and ac-
curately when taking tests.

These positive feelings then can be reinforced
by incentives, such as rubber stamps with
words like "Fantastic" or "Right On, Superstar"

which the teacher can put on worksheets or as-
sessment activities when children demonstrate
acceptable performance.

Children sizould Mso see that the teacher likes
to take tests bmcause they are a challenge and
fun. In fact, a good motto for teachers is:

Le the testc given to students,
and we lead by performance.

The point in stressing place v,due and creat-
ing word problem manipulatives is Ns. It is im-
portant that children learn how to reason,
rather than get an answer by merciy guessing.

ually as important, however, cUdren should
learn how to eqlain the processes they use to
someone else, for the weatest knowledge ac-
quired is that which we can share with others.

....... Y ........ .........
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Early African Matheii
for the Classroom

Walter M. Young

One way to inspire African-American youth
to learn mathematics is to introduce them to
the many accomplishments Africans have made
to mathematics. We can show them that
African influences may be seen today in our
numeration system, calculation techniques, net-
work theory, mathematical games, number pat-
terns, games of chance, and architecture.

Many Greek philosophers and mathe-
maticians studied in Africa, where Black
Africans were an integal past of all hiOest
levels of civilization, from the workers to the
planners and the pharoahs.
Tha les visited Eavpt in the 6th Century B.C.

and studied with the Egyptian priests before he
hitroduced geometry into Greece. Pythagoras,
on the advice of his teacher, Thales, also visited
Egypt and Babylon and was initiated by priests
there into their "mysteries." The learning they
acquired on the banks of the Nile was incor-
porated by them and others into Western
thought, enabling the Greeks to begin a new
era of WtelleetuW energy and activity.
Eurocentric mathematicians frequently limit

the study of mathematics to the study of
abstract structures, mathematics as science,
and mathematics for the sake of mathematics.
However, there is evidence that this approach
has led to the denial of Mrican contributions
and to pedagogical teciques that may be
Wienating many young people from studying
mathematics and from pursuing mathematics-
related careers.
The African approach to mathematics,

however, is rooted in practical problems of
society and in religious rituals. By using histori-

a ics

cal works as backgound material, students can
!earl the methods of counting and enjoy mathe-
matical games that were created by Africans
long no. Following are some of the ancient
mathematical experiences that you can use to
challenge young people in your classrooms.

Egyptian Numerals
in Hieroglyphics

When you hrtroduce your students to Egyp-
tian hieroglyphic symbols and have them ex-
press Hindu-Arabic numerals as Egyptian
numerals and vice versa, they wilrbe able.to ap-
preciate the economy of the Hindu-Arabic
numeration system and understand the con-
tributions made to it by the Egyptian numera-
tion system. Tile material that follows is in-
tended to be used in conjrmction with the book
Africa Counts: Number and Pattern in Affican
Culture, by Claudia Zaslavsky (Lawrence Hill
& Company, 1973) and similar reference books.

Learning the Symbols

Some of the symbols used
hieroglyphics are shown below:

1 I 1,000

10 10,000

00 9 loom()

20
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To represent 48 as an Egyptian numeral, you
would write:-

To represent 3,451, %%lite:

9nnonill

Aciivities

Perform the operations indicated below, but
and note that the complexity of the problems
you demonstrate will depend on the gade level
of the student:

AddLtion:

o99nn III 1323
nrinnn
Ann IHI + 2294

999nin 361 7

Subt ction:

(-11)9001111

9 99 nnn Ill
n

Regrouping in Subtraction

In the Original:
(423 minus 145)

59991mIll

567

234

Regouped:
(423 - 145 27E)

9
Ai/

ial-f4A-R. t

Young

Calculating by
Duplation and

Mediation

Multiplication and division were based on the
principles of duplation (doubling) or media-
tion (halving), as well as the fact that all num-
bers may be expressed as a sum of the powers
of two.
You can present the algorithms, or step-by-

step procedures to your students by starting
with sLngle-digit multiplication and division.
Then work with double digits and extend the
exercise to include additional powers of two.
Later, ask your students to perform all calcula-
tions using Egyptian numerals.

You should point out also that the process of
duplation and mediation today is utilized by
high-speed electronic calculatLng machines.

Duplation

Duplation can be used for both multiplication
and division.

Multiplication

To multiply 13 by 24, using duplation, make a
table with two columns, one column headed by
the number 1 and the other by 24.

21
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Double the value
an ast-:risk beside
column required to
ffie corresponding

in each column and place
each number in the first
make 33_ Find the sum of
numbers in the second

column, as follows:

1 24
2 48

*4 96*8 192
16 384

Skice 1 + 4 + 8 13, the sum of the cor-
respon umbers (24 + 96 + 192) 312.

Division

To divide 972 by 36, using duplation, use suc-
cessive subtraction. First, make two columns,
as shown previously:

36
2 72
4 144
8 288

16 576
32 1152

The find the number in column two that is
closest to but smaMer than 972, and then sub-
tract it from 972. Continue taking each new
total and performing successive subtractions
until the rmal difference is zero. Identify the
corresponding values in column one, and find
their sum, as follows:

Sum of the
Subtraction C),,__7._riesonding Values

972-576 396 16
396-288 108 8
108- 72 36 2
36- 36 1
Therefore, the quotient is 27

Mediation

Mediation also can be used for both multi-
plication and division.

MultVication

To multiply 13 by- 24, using mediation, also
make a table with two columns, but this time
one is headed by B and the other by 24.
Halve the successive values in the colum

headed by 13, disregardbg remainders, md
double the successive values in the column
headed by 24.

Find the sum of each number in column rwo
associated with an odd number in column one_

1

24
48
96

192

Thus, 13 x 24 24 ± 96 ÷ 192 ----- 312

The process of division is similar to multiplica-
tion. Again, make a table with two columns,
one headed by 1 and the other by the divisor.
Double successive values in both columns until
the column beaded by the divisor is greater
than or equal to the dividend.
Identify the values io the second column

which, when added together, equal the value of
the dividend_ Then find the sum of the cor-
respondig values in the first colunm.

The Yoruba System
of Numeration

The ancient Yoruba people, from the area
now known as southern Nigeria, developed a
way to add and multiply from a base of 20.
Each number had a distinct name, which was

22
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expressed as a word in the Yoruba language.
They did not use symbols like those used in
Egyptian hieroglyphics.
They used the numbers 1 to 10, as well as 20,

30, 200, and 400. All other numbers were
derived as compounds or multiples of these
named numbers.

For example, 11 10 + 1.
Likewise, 45 (20 x 3) 10 - 5

Even Multiples of 10

Numbers that are even multiples of 10, up to
200, were formed by expressing them as multi-
ples of 20:

20 A distinct term 120 20 x 6
40 20 x 2 1402Ox7
60 20 x 3 1602Ox8
80 20 x 4 18020x9
100 =20 x5 200 = Adistinctterm

Odd Muttiples of 10

Numbers that are odd multiples of 20 were
formed by subtracting 10 from the even multi-
ples of 20, except in the case of 30, which had
its own distinct name.

30 = A distinct term 130 (20 x 7) 10
50 (20 x 3) 10 150 = (20 x 8) - 10
70 (20 x 4) - 10 170 (20 x 9) - 10
90 (20 x 5) - 10 190 200 10
110 (20 x 6) 10 200 A distinct term

Multiples of 200

Numbers from 200 up to 2000 were formed as
multiples of 200, except for 400 (20 x 20),
wWch is known as the square of all the cligits.
It had the distinct name of irinwo or erinwo, the
"elephant of figures" or the highest coined word
in calculation. However, the system becomes ir-
regular after the number 200.

Activities

Explain the logical structure of the Yoruba
system of numeration, and ask your students to
express numerals between 1 and 200, then up
to one million

African Mathematical
Games

Afrirans have always used games and ac-
tivities from daily life to strengthen their
knowledge of numerals. Children learned
about numbers and mathematics by using
beans, pebbles, stones and other objects, and
various acti%ities such as buying and selling in
the marketplace. Two of the most popular
games are Kpelle and Mancala.

Kpelle:
The Game of Arrangement

The Kpelle cHdren of Libefia play a game in-
volving sixteen stones in two rows of eight each.
One person (the player) is sent away, and the
others choose a stone.
When the player returns, he must determine

the stone that was selected by the others. To
do so, the player asks questions that require a
yes or no answer, such as:

"Is the stone in Row I or Row 27'
After the reply, the player rearranges the

stones in the two rows. This sequence may be
repeated up to three more times, and the
player must identify the stone by the fourth
reply.

Strategy. The player's strategy in this game,
after the first reply, is to rearrange eight stones
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so that haff the original 16 stones are placed
different rows.

Players can start by exchanging odd num-
bered stones, but they can also exchange stones
with other number relationships, such as even
numbers, prime numbers, composite numbers,
mulfiples of numbers, and so on.
When the player asks the question for the

second time, Lf the stone has not moved, it
must be one of the original ekglit. The player
then interchanges Rim- stones (four of the
original right, if the stone has not moved; other-
wise, fozr new ones).

Alter tbe third reply, the player similarly inter-
changes two stones to narrow the options even
further. The answer given the fourth time the
question is asked determines exactly which
stone has been chosen.

Playing this game enables students to apply
the principles of doubling and halving, identify
number relationships, and understand the im-
portance of memory- trning.

Mancala:
The Game of Transferring

Mancala is played in many African countries.
It has different names, and rules vary from
place to place. However, the game is most fre-
quently played vAth a board having two rows of
six holes and an additional hole at each end.
(You may substitute egg cartons in your class-
room.) Four objects, such as beans or stones,
are placed in each of the 12 holes.

One player takes all four objects from any
hole on his side of the board and, moving in a
counter-clockwise direction, drops one in each
of the next four holes. If the last object falls in
a hole akeady containing objects, and if the
number of objects satisfies a predetermed
condition (e.g. being an odd number, a prime
number, a 'lumber divisible by three, etc.) , the
player picks up all the objects from the hole.

The player repeats the process as long as the
condition is met. If the condition is not met,
the next player takes a turn_ The game is over
when a player captures a predetermined num-
ber of objects, such as a shnple majority or any
other number, such as 25 objects.
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Playing this game teaches one-to-one cor-
respondence in the counting process, number
relationships, numbers that satisfy more than
one relationship, and order relationships.

Weights and
Measures

Societies with extensive commercial activity
tend to have standardized measurements. Son-
ghai, for example, in the late 15th century,
achieved a high level of unfforuilty in stand-

weights and meas res. They also
relied on a network of inspectors to enforce
the standards.

For the most part, however, Africans relicd
on units of length that referred to the human
body. Some of these measurements include:

Inch: The di
to the knuckle.

from the tip of the thumb

Cubit: The distance from the elbow to the
end of the middle finger (or six palms).

Palm- The distance from the outer edge of
the little rmger to the outer edge of the index
finger, stretching across the back of the hand.

Span: The distance between the thumb and
the little finger, when the hand is outstretched
to the point of slight tension.

Foot: Four palms or s'ixteen fmgers.

Yard: One pace. ake a normal size step
and measure the distance from the toes of one
foot to the toes of the other foot.

Fathom: The distance from the tip of the
fmgers on the left hand to the tip of the fingers
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on the right hand, when both arms are out-
stretched at the sides of the body.

The human body also has been used to
measure some units of capacity. In ancient
Ethiopia, for example, they used a handful and
an amful. On the other hand, some measure-
ments depended on the article itself.

Present the units of measurement based on
the human body, and have each student use a
ruler to measure Ms or her own body in inches.

Create a wO chart, listing the children in the
left column and the dimensions for selrPtcd
units of measurement in columns across the
chart. Then ask if there is a standard for the
class.

Use the chart to teach how a mean value for
each part of the body in the chart can be calcu-
lated, and this can be used to arrive at some
reasonable basis for standardization within the
group.

Older children may develop a frequency dis-
tribution for the measured inches, then com-
pute the me.an, median and mode values for
each frequency distsibution. They may also be
asked to enter the data on a computer and plot
a waph to fflustrate what they first derived
from manual computatioms.

Determine a reasonable number of beans that
could be used for standardizing "a handful of
beans."

Discuss with the class the problems that can
occur without standudization of weights and
measurements. Worm them that many African
countries adopted the British Imperial stand-
ards in the 19th centtuy, and show some of the
ways in which those standards were different
from the metric standards and from the stand-
ards used in the U.S.A.
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